Guidance for requesting Teaching Observation and Feedback for simulation sessions

The CEP regularly receives requests to observe two or more clinicians at a time during simulation sessions. This can be possible depending upon CEP tutor availability and requires each clinician to run and debrief a scenario each. Feedback cannot be provided simultaneously or for simulation faculty in support roles such as confederate or micro-teaching.

Ideally, the CEP tutor should see each clinician’s session in its entirety, ie including the initial orientation, clinical scenario and debrief, (rather than just the debrief alone).

The CEP tutors realise that scenarios are often delivered back-to-back. You must remember to protect time for your feedback discussion (30 minutes). To avoid disappointment please discuss approximate timings with the CEP administrator at the time of booking. This helps to ensure that the CEP tutor is allocated the appropriate time on the day.